ELEMENT III

_______________________
IRRIGATION ASSESSMENTS
& WATER EFFICIENCY

INTRODUCTION
Efficient, targeted irrigation has a cascade of benefits for a grower’s bottom line and the
quality of the grapes on the vine. Ensuring vines get the right amount of water at the right
time:
o Maximizes grape quality
o Optimizes grape yields
o Minimizes operational costs and improves labor efficiency
o Reduces disease and pest risks
o Leaves more water in the ground and waterways
Our Changing Climate: Premium wine grape growers worldwide are evaluating how
current and future climate changes may impact viticulture, and identifying proactive steps
they can take to increase resilience. Here in California reduced precipitation, drought,
increased frequency of high heat days, and reduced snowpack to feed our waterways in
the summer and fall, when water is needed most, are among the most significant results
of climate change. Here in Napa County portions of the Napa River and its tributaries that
used to have water year-round are now dry for large portions of the year. Maximizing the
efficiency of vineyard irrigation and frost protection is essential to the resilience of the
wine industry and the Napa River watershed.
Groundwater Sustainability: Napa County is currently in the process of developing a
Groundwater Sustainability Plan, with a significant focus on vineyard water management.
The Advisory Committee will be submitting a final draft in fall 2021 for official adoption in
January 2022. Indications are that the Plan will initially focus on recommended best
practices, but if there is evidence of groundwater decline some recommendations will
become regulatory requirements. This provides additional incentive to baseline water
use and implement proactive measures to maximize water use efficiency.
Premium wine grape growers already practice regulated deficit irrigation, allowing for a
strategic level of vine water stress that is tied to increased fruit quality. Along with this
best practice, there are expanding opportunities and technologies to maximize the
performance of irrigation systems, track water use, and fine tune irrigation timing and
amount (as is highlighted in the case studies).
One of the goals of sustainable winegrowing is increased attentiveness to the
microclimates of the vineyards and intentional block-by-block management, which often
results in improved resource management.
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REQUIRED MEASURES
Indicate all sources of water:
o Surface Water (If yes, describe below whether you have a water right or where
you are in the process of obtaining a water right.)
o Groundwater
o Municipal Water
o Reclaimed / Recycled Water (from off-site)
o Reclaimed / Recycled Water (from onsite)
o Rainwater storage
1. Install a flow meter or meters to track vineyard water use. Record monthly usage
in online Resource Calculator, which will allow you to baseline usage (if you
haven’t already) and track changes over time.
2. Monitor well level at the end of the rainy and dry season.
3. Analyze well water quality in alternating years.
4. Complete an Irrigation Distribution Uniformity Assessment every 3-5 years.
These assessments are offered by the RCD. The Assessment provides rapid
evaluation of irrigation efficiency and uniformity throughout the vineyard. It
identifies ways to improve water use and irrigation system performance, which
improves vine health. The evaluations focus on Distribution Uniformity (DU) – how
evenly the irrigation system is delivering water throughout the vineyard block.
Your contribution is time – the lead person for irrigation will need to spend 3-5
hours with RCD staff helping to run and review the system. If it has been >5 years
since your last Irrigation Assessment contact Ben Mackie, ben@napagreen.org, to
schedule this service.
5. Irrigation is scheduled and applied according to plant needs as determined by
both visual observations AND soil moisture and plant stress monitoring and
management tools.
6. Irrigation emitters are checked and replaced as needed before and during
irrigation season.
7. Flush hose lines on a regular basis, and conduct end of season system
maintenance to clear lines
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Is water used for frost protection?

Yes / No

8. Passive frost protection methods are utilized (e.g., Mow cover crop and keep it
short during the frost season; Install or remove “air barriers” to optimize air
drainage and prevent pooling of cold air). Water is only used as a frost
management tool in areas where alternative practices are not feasible.
9. The frost protection system is turned on based upon the factors of temperature
and humidity (wet-bulb temperature or forecast dew point) and turned off as soon
as danger has passed.
Is water used for heat control?

Yes / No

10. Policy not to use water for heat control except when crop is severely threatened.
Must document water used for heat control and severity of crop threat.

ELECTIVE MEASURES (Must Implement 3 of 9)
1. Have an Irrigation Management Plan that pairs real-time weather and vineyard
water stress indicators with on-the-ground observations to precisely target
irrigation timing and amount in different vineyard blocks.
2. Practice dry farming.
3. Use reclaimed/recycled water for vineyard irrigation.
4. If there are pond(s) on the property, they are maintained to prevent leakage.
5. Use remote, real-time sensor systems (e.g. Tule, Ranch Systems, Fruition) and/or
other advanced technologies like NDVI to target irrigation timing and amount in
different vineyard blocks.
6. Practice conservation tillage or other methods to reduce compaction from heavy
equipment.
7. Use a biochar/compost blend to increase soil water retention.
8. Upon replant, consider rootstocks and grape varieties that are more drought
tolerant.
9. The pump used for irrigation or frost protection system has a Variable Frequency
Drive (VFD).
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CASE STUDIES: USING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE QUALITY & EFFICIENCY
Chateau Montelena Winery
Tule Technologies was developed and tested in partnership with University of California-Davis. Owner
Tom Shapland emphasizes that Tule measures Actual ET (the amount of water each vineyard block uses)
along with vine stress, providing block-specific measurements. Chateau Montelena Winery in Calistoga,
CA was one of the early adopters of this technology back in 2013. Winemaker Matthew Crafton notes,

“Once the vines show visual symptoms of stress the root cause has already taken hold. Decisions
are reactionary. Tule shows us vine stress through water status considerably before the vines
exhibit visual stress, accelerating the feedback loop and allowing us to tailor irrigation in real-time
based on current conditions.”
Chateau Montelena has 100 acres of estate vineyards broken into several blocks. Crafton had two
favorite blocks so they installed Tule sensors in those two blocks to establish the timing and patterns of
water stress that were leading to the desired quality of fruit. After a complete vintage, Chateau Montelena
was then able to begin applying this knowledge to another two blocks that were consistently
underperforming - experiencing excessive vigour and delivering low-quality fruit. Using data from the
premium vineyards Crafton was able to feed targets and parameters into the online system for how much
stress they wanted to see over time, using this to time irrigation, and fine-tuning over a few growing
seasons. Now a former problem block makes estate fruit every year, and what was the worst block is now
the highest performer. Crafton says,

“This system has paid for itself twenty times over in terms of quality improvements, not to mention
we significantly ramped down our water use.”
Tule is a service-based system, meaning growers don’t own the sensors but rather purchase the data
they provide. Each Tule sensor is $1500 USD per year, which covers hardware installation, maintenance
and repair, and software and data delivery. Sensors can measure 5+ acres depending on the uniformity of
the block. Across 100 acres Chateau Montelena uses seven sensors for strategic data collection.
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CASE STUDIES: USING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE QUALITY & EFFICIENCY
Pine Ridge Vineyards

Our Ranch Systems weather stations combined with the Tule sensors have significantly reduced
water use as well as labor. And with precision irrigation, the fruit quality dramatically improves.
- Gustavo Aviña, Vineyard Manager, Pine Ridge Vineyards
Gustavo Aviña, vineyard manager for Pine Ridge Vineyards, first installed a Tule Sensor system at one of
their up-valley vineyards and spent a year comparing the data against pressure bomb readings. The
numbers matched up, leading Aviña to install Tule systems at all of the estate vineyards eliminating the
need for time intensive pressure bomb readings.
Aviña was facing a particular challenge at their Las Posadas vineyard, which is furthest from the winery.
This is typically the last vineyard picked and during harvest it was difficult to send someone up to start
and stop the irrigation on a precise time table. Irrigation would occasionally be delayed because the team
was too busy down valley, often relying on the pre-set schedule to guide irrigation versus feedback from
the vineyard about overall need.
The Pine Ridge team decided to install a combined Tule and Ranch System with automated irrigation.
Today Aviña starts and stops irrigation at the Las Posadas vineyard from his computer, providing the
vines with the right amount of water at the right time. This also allows him to irrigate at night when
desired, reducing evaporative loss. In the process, they’ve cut water use, improved labor efficiency and
fine-tuned the Las Posadas vineyard to produce the highest quality fruit.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
These resources and organizations are in addition to the resource links we have
embedded throughout this element.

Organizations
o Napa County RCD – Irrigation Evaluation: https://naparcd.org/what-we-do/helpfarmers-and-ranchers/irrigation-evaluation/
The Napa RCD is currently offering to conduct irrigation assessments for
vineyards. These evaluations focus on measuring uniformity of irrigation water
applied throughout the vineyard.
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Tools & Technology
Pressure Bombs and Porometers
o PMS Instrument Company: https://www.pmsinstrument.com/
o Soilmoisture Equipment Corp.: http://www.soilmoisture.com/product/
o METER Group – Leaf Porometer:
https://www.metergroup.com/environment/products/sc-1-leaf-porometer/
Soil Moisture Sensors
o Aquacheck: https://aquacheckusa.com/probes/
o Davis Instruments: https://www.davisinstruments.com/product/soil-moisturesensor-vantage-pro-and-vantage-pro2/
Wireless Sensor Systems
o Fruition Sciences – Sap Flow:
https://fruitionsciences.com/en/sap-flow-irrigation-sensors
o Ranch Systems – RanchMaster:
http://www.ranchsystems.com/home/agriculture-solutions/
o Tule Technologies: https://www.tuletechnologies.com/sense

Information, Articles & Studies
o Are Flying Vineyard Drones Creating Better Wine?
https://www.winemag.com/2017/07/20/are-flying-vineyard-drones-creating-betterwine/
o Irrigation and Scheduling Toolkit for Grapegrowers: https://sonomarcd.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/SRCD_VineyardIrrigationSystemToolkit_Final.pdf
o Using Soil Moisture Sensors for Vineyard Irrigation Management:
https://www.vineyardteam.org/files/resources/Using%20Soil%20Moisture%20Sens
ors%20in%20Vineyards_2014_F.Westover_Final%20Working.pdf
o Water Use and Plant Stress Monitoring Method Comparison:
https://www.tuletechnologies.com/water-use-and-plant-stress-monitoring-methodcomparison
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